A practical citizen’s guide to living beyond war:

An historian’s view of a path from war to peace:

How to build peace, structural tools:

Practical advice to transform a culture of violence to a culture of peace:

Case studies in real life peace building:

To understand today’s nuclear threat:
Rent the award-winning documentary DVD Countdown to Zero.

To get a critical perspective about peace in the contemporary world:

An essential collection of articles, essays and pamphlets regarding war and peace:

To understand critical perspectives examining American wars vs. American values:

To understand the benefits to the U.S. economy of eliminating nuclear weapons:

To understand war profiteering:

To understand how nonviolence is more effective than violence:

To understand the U.S. national security budget and taxes:
www.warresisters.org/federalpiechart and download the Pie Chart
www.nytimes.com and visit “You Fix the Budget” (October 2010)

Find these and more resources at: War Prevention Initiative.org